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Documentary
Final Exam

Part III: (15 points)

An essay that responds to the following prompt:

What are the potentials and limitations of teaching history 
through documentaries?

Definition

“Documentary film speaks about situations and events [that 
actually happened] involving real people (social actors [not 
performers adopting a non‐fictional or fictional role]) who 
present themselves to us as themselves in stories that convey a 
plausible [not imaginative] proposal about, or perspective on, 
the lives,  situations, and events portrayed.  The distinct point 
of view of the filmmaker shapes this story  into a way of seeing 
the historical world directly rather than into a fictional allegory 
[not a reproduction, but a representation].”  

~Bill Nichols, Introduction to Documentary, 2nd ed., 14

Cinematic Style
• “voice‐of‐God” commentary

• Interviews of participants or experts, voice overs

• Location sound recording

• Non‐diegetic sound/sound track to shape mood

• “sharp or recognizable edits”; cutaways piecing together images to support the narrative

• Camera angles

• Focus/zoom, sweep over images

• Locating images on subject or that serve as metaphor

• Matching images to spoken word

• Use of CGI (Computer Generated Images)

• Re‐enactment

• Written captions

• Animation 

• Use of objects (real or as metaphor)

• Location, sets 

Bill Nichols, Introduction to Documentary, 2nd ed., 21, 23, 25; Bruce R. Fehn and James E. Schul, “Teaching and Learning Competent 
Historical Documentary Making: Lessons from National History Day Winners,” The History Teacher 45, 1 (November 2011): 31‐33; 
Patricia Aufderheide, Documentary Film: A Very Short Introduction, 26.
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Historical Documentary

• Judicial (accuse, defend, justify, criticize)

• Commemorative (praise or blame)

• Narrative (story telling)

• Expository (promote a perspective or argument)

Characteristics of Expository

• Spoken word dominates (expert interviews, voice‐
of‐God, voice‐of‐authority, voice‐overs, perform 
dialogue)

• Image plays supporting role as evidence to 
corroborate spoken word or written captions

• “evidentiary editing … may sacrifice spatial and 
temporal continuity to rope in images from far‐
flung places if they help advance the argument or 
support a proposal.”

~Bill Nichols, Introduction to Documentary, 2nd ed., 167‐170

Five‐act structure 

1. Catchy opening

2. Elaboration of issue (facts known, questions 
unanswered)

3. Pros for the argument

4. Anticipate counter arguments

5. Summarize

~Bill Nichols, Introduction to Documentary, 2nd ed., 86
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Viewer Expectations

• Cinematic sounds + images = evidence of what 
really happened

• Higher expectation that a documentary can make a 
difference in how we think, believe, feel, to be 
persuaded

• “Documentaries stimulate epistephilia (a desire to 
know) …”

• Creates an expectation “for making a truthful 
representation of reality”

Bill Nichols, Introduction to Documentary, 2nd ed., 34‐41; Patricia Aufderheide, Documentary Film: A Very Short Introduction, 4, 10.

Limits to the power of image:
1. Cannot tell everything

2. Can be altered

3. Cannot “guarantee the validity of larger claims 
made about what the image represents or 
means.”

4. No image available replace it with a figurative or 
metaphorical image (a.k.a. metonymy)

~Bill Nichols, Introduction to Documentary, 2nd ed., 44

Decisions for Documentarians:

1. “When to cut, or edit, and what to juxtapose

2. How to frame or compose a shot (close‐up or long shot, low or high 
angle, artificial or natural lighting, color or black and white, whethr to 
pan, zoom in or out, track or remain stationary, and so on)

3. Whether to record synchronous sound at the time of shooting, and 
whether to add additional sound, such as voice‐over translations, 
dubbed dialogue, music, sound effects, or commentary, at a later 
point

4. Whether to adhere to an accurate chronology or rearrange events to 
support a point or mood

5. Whether to use archival or other people’s footage and photographs 
or only those images shot by the filmmaker on the spot

6. Which mode of documentary representation to rely on to organize 
the film (expository, poetic, observational, participatory, reflexive, or 
performative).”

~Bill Nichols, Introduction to Documentary, 2nd ed., 72
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Questions to Consider While 
Watching Documentaries: 
1. Note the title, year of release, and other relevant information 

(e.g. historical consultants, etc).

2. What is the historical problem being posed (elaboration of 
issues)?  

3. Make note of the best evidence used to support interpretation. 

4. What evidence raises questions, perhaps less persuasive?

5. Make note of cinematic techniques and its impact on you as a 
viewer.  Were some more persuasive than others?  

6. If you had suggestions on how to improve the film, what would 
they be?

7. Did the film change your mind, expand or undermine your 
understanding?

8. What are the potentials and limitations of teaching history 
through documentaries?



from their native countries. The same concern with giving voice to 

the subjects, inviting viewers respectfully into the experiences of 

those subjects, and provoking questions about the status quo that 

had driven Kartemquin's original work continued in evidence. 

When seen later, advocacy films become partisan testimony to 

history, such as The Spanish Earth and Hour of the Furnaces. 

Indeed, Battle of Chile has had a new life in Chile after the return of 

democracy; it now is being used to teach history to Chileans whose 

Pinochet-era books virtually erased the Allende years. 

In the twenty-first century, with ever more sophisticated 

production equipment, advocacy organizations are both 

commissioning and producing documentaries as a part of their 

strategic communications plans. Brave New Films's Iraq for Sale 

(2006), about corporate greed in the Iraq war, and the 

conservative Citizens United's Border War (2006), about 

immigration into the United States, are both designed as weapons 

in a war of ideas. When the U.S. Congress considered opening up 

the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge for oil drilling, the Sierra Club 

and other environmentally concerned nonprofits produced Oil on 

Ice (2004). This film, narrated by Peter Coyote, examines the battle 

over oil development within the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 

and its impact on both the environment and indigenous 

communities. It was shown in theaters, on public TV, and in many 

grassroots settings; the DVD also featured a short film and 

organizing toolkit. Organizers credited it with mobilizing 

nationwide awareness and resistance, which, in the end, 

contributed to the defeat of legislation to initiate oil drilling. 

Whatever the perspective, advocacy organizations and nonprofits 

are beneficiaries of the implicit pledge of documentary to be telling 

an important story about real life in good faith. Advocacy films 

maintain that pledge not only through the credibility of their 

organizations but through the devices they use that signal their 

reliability. These include (but certainly do not exhaust) the use of 
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authoritative narrators (such as the celebrity Peter Coyote), the 

realistic portrayal of daily life (The Spanish Earth), bold contras1 

(such as was used in Borinage), the use of cinema verite (Battle< 

Chile), statistics in service of argument (Hour of the Furnaces), ar 

expert interviews (Iraq for Sale, Border Wars). If dueling 

documentaries become a standard feature of political warfare, 

however, they could erode the credibility that the form has accrued 

from its association with embattled causes and issues slighted by a 

sensationalistic and celebrity-happy mass media. 

Historical 

"History is not self-executing," wrote historian Arthur Schlesinger 

Jr. "You do not put a coin in the slot and have history come out." All 

history is written for people in the present, searching out for them 

what historians call a "useable past" -a story that is used in the 

construction of our understanding of ourselves. History is also 

written on top of an earlier narrative-sometimes disagreeing, 

sometimes reinforcing, sometimes asserting a presence where 

previously there was only an absence. 

Documentarians who tell history with film encounter all the 

challenges facing their filmmaking peers. They face historians' 

problems with getting data. Often they represent events for which 

there is no film, and as often they represent events using material 

never intended as a historical record. They turn to photographs, 

paintings, representative objects, images of key documents, 

reenactments, and, famously, on-camera experts to substitute for 

images. They record music that evokes an era, they find singers to 

sing songs of the time, they build in sound effects to enhance a 

viewer's sense that what is shown is a genuine moment from the 

past. They struggle with the question of how much reenactment is 

appropriate and how it should be achieved. 

They also face problems of expertise. Documentary filmmakers 

typically reach many more people with their work than academic 
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Aufderheide, Patricia. Documentary Film: A Very Short 
Introduction. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007.
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historians do, but filmmakers rarely have the training of historians.

Indeed, filmmakers often avoid consulting a range of experls. Too

often fbr filmmakers'liking, historians may be sticklers for precise

historical sequences, discussion of multiple interpretations, and

the need to insert minor characters or precise accuracies, all of
rvhich fiustrate the clarity of filmed sto4.telling for broad

audiences. Public service television o{ten requires professional

advisory boards, but commercial television productions rarely

make such requirements.

Finatty, unlike print historians who can digress, comment, and

footnote, documentarians work in a form where images and

sounds create an imitation of reality that is itself an implicit
asserlion of truth. This makes it harder for them to introduce

alternative interpretations ofevents or even the notion that we do

in fact interpret events.

Documentary filmmakers have often chosen to ignore the

implications of their choices: they may accept an uncritical notion

that they are merely reporting the facts of the past, or they may

adopt uncritically a partisan view ofthe past. Their rvorks,

horvever, are often the first door through which people walk to

understand the past.

Stories

The lact that all historical documentaries are stories ofa "useable

past" can be illustrated with several examples.

When the Russian revolution was young, filmmaker Esfir

Shub created a critical history ofczarist rule in ZAe Fall ofthe
Romanoa Dyn,astg (1927)-entirely using fbotage from the

czarist archives, including the czar's home movies. Shub

had made rvhat would come to be called a "compilation fiIm."

Indeed, the czar's family u,ould have been shocked to see their
records of luxurious lil-ing juxtaposed to images of poverty and

misery. Shub had transfbrmed the meaning of the material by

her choice ofassembly andjuxtapositions, from loving records

of a privileged family to a damning condemnation of an

overthrovm go\.ernment.

Cold War histories from opposite sides, using government

archives that had burgeoned t'ith governments' substantial

investment in propaganda during World War II, also demonstrate

the "usability" of history. Stories were told appropriate to the

audience-Communist or capitalist-and to the time. In the

new East Germany, the German couple Andrew Thorndike
(a German American born and raised in Germany) and Annelie

Thorndike produced many works based largely on archival foota€ie,

including a celebratory and panoramic 'r.iew of Russian history,

The Russian Miracle (r96s). In the United States, Henry "Pete"

Salomon, a retired U.S. Nary public relations man at NBC

networks, worked with the nav.v to use its footage for Victor31

at Sea, a long-running, twenty-six-paft series celebrating the

nary's role in the Pacific in World War II. Scored bv Richard

Rodgers to orchestrate emotional response to the silent film,
the aptly titled, Victory af Sea porlrayed the United States and

its allies as unselfishly battling for f'reedom, unstintingly heroic,

and of course, ultimately victorious. Both the East German and

the American makers r,vorked hard to tell meaningful, emotionally

rich stories honestly. Their work also fit neatly within the

ideological missions of their governments and era. In later
years, when the ideological assumptions of the moment had

shifted and thus made visible earlier ones, they were seen as

tendentious.

Ken Burns's series Ti.e Ciai,l War (r99o) was also a highly cralled

narrative, not merely a recounting of facts. One of the most

popular programs on U.S. pubiic television, the series tells us that
the Civil War created, for the first time, a unitary American

national identity. It employs meditative, moving-camera views of
still photographs and the testimony of experts to make this

argument. The facticity of the photographs, amonp; other things,
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ch icano ! (1996) and'4 Question of Equality (1996)' this latter a

history of the gay and lesbian rights movements'

Revisionist documentaries themselves may' of course, leave out

crucial infbrmation, whether purposefully or not' For example, in

American independent documentaries made in the 197os and

198os recalling political movements of the l93os-union

organizing (Lrnion Maids,1976), strikes (With Bctbi'e's and

Banners,1978), the Spanish Civil War (The Good Fight, 1984')-

baby boom-era documentarians often did not reveal the extent of

the Communist Party's role in the events or they took at face value

the self-reporting of CP members. Depending on oral histories to

salvage suppressed elements of the past, and seeing themselves as

legatees of political activists they adnired, these filmmakers

could have easily become prisoners of the limitations of oral

history as a sole source of information.

Memory and history

With the growth of home film and video archives and ever-simpler

video cameras, the memoir or personal film has made important

contributions to historical documentary. In such works, the private

and personal are exposed and sometimes contrasted with the

official or public record. Indir''idual memory is juxtaposed with and

often challenges public history. Nerv stories sur{ace' and individual

experience enriches public understanding ofthe past'

Filmmakers use a variety of techniques to represent memory' One

common trope, according to filmmaker David MacDougall, is

putting "signs ofabsence"-images ofloss, ofobjects abandoned' of

a photo to be explained-at the center ofthe film and ofthe

problem to be solved with memory. For instance, the makers of

Into the Atm,s oJ'strangers (2oo4), about the Kindertransporte

that whisked Jewish children out of Nazi Germany, sought out and

used as symbols the actual objects children had brought with them,

rather than merely displaying a similar object' Many times,

personal filmmakers also use an ironic or reflexive approach to

familiar objects or images, forcing a reanalysis of them: collages,

blank images, text that startles or asks questions, and repetition-
all ofwhich forces viewers to reflect upon or reinterpret the

meaning of a sound or image.

In some cases, filmmakers have drawn from avant-garde and

experimental filmmaking from earlier eras. The work of American

avant-garde filmmaker Yvonne Rainer offers many good examples.

Gay African American filmmaker Marlon Riggs structured
Tongues Untied (1989) as a visual poem that had the narrative arc

of a journey toward owning his identity. Ross McElwee's life's work
(Sher-mo,n's March,1986; Sir O'Clock Nezos, 1996; Bright Leaxes,

2oo3), which tracks the evolution of the filmmaker's (or his

persona's) sense of self, draws f'rom McElwee's own training
among experimental filmmakers using the body and their or,r,n

lives as subject matter.

Personal films contributed to the development of cultural
identity movements worldr,vide in the 198os and 199os.

Political changes and economic globalization created vast new

diasporic movements of South Asians, Southeast Asians,

"overseas Chinese," and Africans. Self-consciously diasporic

cultures began to emerge and find self-expression in film, with
suppoft from institutions encouraging that self-expression.

In Britain protests by independent filmmakers, demands of ethnic

minorities in the wake of riots, and the launching of the new

private (but funded with public revenues) Channel 4 TV
coalesced into the formation of special workshops to cultivate

filmmaking by minorities.

Among the successful results were the so-called black film
workshops, including Sankofa, one of whose celebrated filmmakers

wa^s Isaac Julien, and Black Audio Collective. These workshops

generated enormous and productive political debates about the

self-representation of various minorities and the role of women.

One prominent result was John Akomfrah's Handsuorth Songs
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Chicano! (1996) and A Question of Equality (1996), this latter a 

history of the gay and lesbian rights movements. 

Revisionist documentaries themselves may, of course, leave out 

crucial information, whether purposefully or not. For example, in 

American independent documentaries made in the 1970s and 

1980s recalling political movements of the 1930s-union 

organizing (Union Maids, 1976), strikes (With Babies and 

Banners, 1978), the Spanish Civil War (The Good Fight, 1984)

baby boom-era documentarians often did not reveal the extent of 

the Communist Party's role in the events or they took at face value 

the self-reporting of CP members. Depending on oral histories to 

salvage suppressed elements of the past, and seeing themselves as 

legatees of political activists they admired, these filmmakers 

could have easily become prisoners of the limitations of oral 

history as a sole source of information . 

Memory and history 

With the growth of home film and video archives and ever-simpler 

video cameras, the memoir or personal film has made important 

contributions to historical documentary. In such works, the private 

and personal are exposed and sometimes contrasted with the 

official or public record. Individual memory is juxtaposed with and 

often challenges public history. New stories surface, and individual 

experience enriches public understanding of the past. 

Filmmakers use a variety of techniques to represent memory. One 

common trope, according to filmmaker David MacDougall, is 

putting "signs of absence" -images ofloss, of objects abandoned, of 

a photo to be explained-at the center of the film and of the 

problem to be solved with memory. For instance, the makers of 

Into theArm.s ofStrangers (2004), about the Kindertransporte 

that whisked Jewish children out of Nazi Germany, sought out and 

used as symbols the actual objects children had brought with them, 

rather than merely displaying a similar object. Many times, 

personal filmmakers also use an ironic or reflexive approach to 
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familiar objects or images, forcing a reanalysis of them: collages, 

blank images, text that startles or asks questions, and repetition

all of which forces viewers to reflect upon or reinterpret the 

meaning of a sound or image. 

In some cases, filmmakers have drawn from avant-garde and 

experimental filmmaking from earlier eras. The work of American 

avant-garde filmmaker Yvonne Rainer offers many good examples. 

Gay African American filmmaker Marlon Riggs structured 

Tongues Untied (1989) as a visual poem that had the narrative arc 

of a journey toward owning his identity. Ross McElwee's life's work 

(Sherman's March, 1986; Six O'Clock News, 1996; Bright Leaves, 

2003), which tracks the evolution of the filmmaker's (or his 

persona's) sense of self, draws from McElwee's own training 

among experimental filmmakers using the body and their own 

lives as subject matter. 

Personal films contributed to the development of cultural 

identity movements worldwide in the 1980s and 1990s. 

Political changes and economic globalization created vast new 

diasporic movements of South Asians, Southeast Asians, 

"overseas Chinese," and Africans. Self-consciously diasporic 

cultures began to emerge and find self-expression in film, with 

support from institutions encouraging that self-expression. 

In Britain protests by independent filmmakers, demands of ethnic 

minorities in the wake of riots, and the launching of the new 

private (but funded with public revenues) Channel 4 TV 

coalesced into the formation of special workshops to cultivate 

filmmaking by minorities. 

Among the successful results were the so-called black film 

workshops, including Sankofa, one of whose celebrated filmmakers 

was Isaac Julien, and Black Audio Collective. These workshops 

generated enormous and productive political debates about the 

self-representation of various minorities and the role of women. 

One prominent result was John Akomfrah's Handsworth Songs 
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